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Abstract— Sensitivity analysis for water vapor profile estimation
with Infrared: IR sounder data based on inversion is carried out.
Through simulation study, it is found that influence due to
ground surface relative humidity estimation error is greater than
that of sea surface temperature estimation error on the water
vapor vertical profile retrievals.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Air-temperature and water vapor profiles are used to be
estimated with Infrared Sounder data [1]. One of the problems
on retrieving vertical profiles is its retrieving accuracy. In
particular, estimation accuracy of air-temperature and water
vapor at tropopause1 altitude is not good enough because there
are gradient changes of air-temperature and water vapor
profile in the tropopause so that observed radiance at the
specific channels are not changed for the altitude.
In order to estimate air-temperature and water vapor, least
square based method is typically used. In the process, Root
Mean Square: RMS difference between observed radiance and
calculated radiance with the designated physical parameters
are minimized. Then the designated physical parameters
including air-temperature and water vapor at the minimum
RMS difference are solutions.
Typically, Newton-Raphson method 2 which gives one of
local minima is used for minimization of RMS difference.
Newton-Raphson needs first and second order derivatives,
Jacobean and Hessian at around the current solution. It is not
easy to formularize these derivatives analytically. The
proposed method is based on Levenberg Marquardt: LM of
non-linear least square method3. It uses numerically calculated
first and second order derivatives instead of analytical based
derivatives. Namely, these derivatives can be calculated with
radiative transfer model based radiance calculations. At
around the current solution in the solution space, directional
derivatives are calculated with the radiative transfer model.
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2

The proposed method is validated for air-temperature and
water vapor profile retrievals with Infrared: IR sounder 4 data
derived from AQUA/AIRS [2]-[7]. A comparison of retrieving
accuracy between Newton-Raphson method and the proposed
method based on LM method [8] is made in order to
demonstrate an effectiveness of the proposed method in terms
of estimation accuracy in particular for the altitude of
tropopause [9]. Global Data Assimilation System: GDAS5 data
of assimilation model derived 1 degree mesh data is used as
truth data of air-temperature and water vapor profiles. The
experimental data show that the proposed method is superior
to the conventional Newton-Raphson method.
Atmospheric sounding can be improved by using the high
spectral resolution of sounder, such as AIRS, IASI, instead of
HIRS, TOVS used in the past three and half decades[10]-[13].
Their sensors have large number of channels, and have large
amount of atmospheric sounding information in the
measurement data. But for the retrieval of air temperature
profile, it is not practical nor an advantage to use all spectral
points. Therefore it is important for this work to eliminate
those channels whose information does not add to the final
retrieval accuracy and even before for the sake of efficiency,
those channels potentially contaminated by solar radiation or
significantly affected by other gases (not required for
temperature profiling.
Sensitivity analysis of water vapor profile retrieval against
surface relative humidity and sea surface temperature is
carried out. Multi channels utilized retrieval method is
assumed for water vapor profile estimation. Then influences
due to surface relative humidity and sea surface temperature
on water vapor profile retrieval accuracy are investigated.
The following section describes background of the
research as well as assumptions for sensitivity analysis
followed by detailed method for sensitivity analysis. Secondly,
experiments are described with simulation results followed by
conclusion and some discussions.
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II.

RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND METHIOD FOR
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

A. Infrared: IR Sounder
Sounder instruments on Earth observation satellite are for
ozone, water vapor and air temperature vertical profile
retrievals with very narrow bandwidth of wavelength channels
which measure radiation from the Earth. There are many
absorption bands due to atmospheric molecule in infrared and
microwave wavelength regions. Atmospheric optical depths
are varied with altitude above sea level. Therefore, vertical
profile of density of the atmospheric molecules can be
estimated results in ozone, water vapor, air temperature
profiles can be retrieved.
Table 1 shows major purposes, absorption molecules, and
the most appropriate wavelength or frequency regions.
TABLE I.
MAJOR PURPOSES, ABSORPTION MOLECULES, AND THE
MOST APPROPRIATE WAVELENGTH OR FREQUENCY REGIONS FOR SOUNDER

Wavelength_
Region

Wavelength
_Frequency

Absorption_
Molecule

Major_Purpose

Infrared

6.3um

H2O

Water_vapor

Infrared

9.6um

O3

Ozone

Infrared

15um

CO2

Air

Microwave

22.235GHz

H2O

Water_vapor

Microwave

60GHz

O2

Air
Temperature

B. Profile Retrieval Method
IR sounder data derived radiance, R0i and estimated
radiance, Ri based on atmospheric model with the parameters
of air-temperature and relative humidity.
n

2

i= 0
(1)
Thus the geophysical parameter at when the difference of
radiance reaches to the minimum is estimated. Widely used
and accurate enough atmospheric software code of
MODTRAN6 is used in the proposed method. Solution update
equation of Newton-Raphson method is expressed by equation
(2).

Xn+1=Xn - H-1J(xn)

Xn+1=Xn + (JTJ + I)-1JT(Ri - R0i)

(3)

The first derivative is represented by equation (4) while the
second order derivative is expressed by equation (5),
respectively.
n
∂ R 0k
∂S
= − 2 ∑ R k − R 0k
∂ xi
∂ xi
k= 1

(4)
2

n
∂ R0k ∂ R 0k
∂ R0k
∂2 S
= 2∑ [
∗
− Rk − R 0k
]
∂ xi ∂ x j
∂xj
∂ xi ∂ x j
k = 1 ∂ xi

(5)
On the other hand, the first and second order derivatives of
R with x are expressed by equation (6) and (7), respectively.

∂ R0k
←MODTRAN
∂ xi

(6)

∂ R 0k
∂R
∂ R 0k
← 0k ∗
∂ xi ∂ x j
∂ xi ∂ x j

(7)

2

Temperature

S= ∑ R i − R 0i

On the other hand, solution update equation is expressed
by equation (3).

(2)

where H denotes Hessian matrix7 which consists of second
order derivatives (residual square error, S which is represented
by equation (1) by geophysical parameter, air-temperature and
relative humidity). Also J denotes Jacobean8 which consists of
the first derivative of vectors (S by geophysical parameters, x).

In the proposed method, these derivatives are calculated
numerically. 2% changes of relative humidity is taken into
account for calculation of derivative R and S while 0.5K
changes of air-temperature is also considered for calculation of
derivative of R and S. Thus the geophysical parameter at when
the difference of radiance reaches to the minimum is estimated.
C. Weighting Function
Based on radiative transfer model, upwelling radiance
from the atmosphere is greater than ground surface radiance in
accordance with absorption molecule density in the case that
the atmosphere contains a plenty of absorption molecules.
Weighting function which represents contributions to
upwelling radiance at all the altitudes can be determined by
optical depth. Namely,

K ( z)  



e  ( p ,  )
p
0

tr ( z )  e

dp

(  zz kv dz)

 e 

(8)

where K denotes weighting function, tr denotes
transparency, τ denotes optical depth, and p denotes
atmospheric pressure while z denotes altitude. Also ρdenotes
molecule density. For instance, weighting function for 6.3, 7.3,
7.5 um wavelength of H2O absorption channels are shown in
Figure 1.

6

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MODTRAN
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hessian_matrix
8
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7
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重み関数

Figure 1 Weighting Function for 6.3,7.3 and 7.5μm

D. Method for Sensitivity Analysis
Assuming MODTRAN is truth, water vapor profile
retrieval error is evaluated by which some errors are added to
surface air temperature and relative humidity. Then it is
possible to clarify relations between water vapor profile
retrieval error caused by the errors on the surface air
temperature and relative humidity. In the process, steepest
descending method of non-linear optimization method for
single variable is used for determination of optimum solution
of water vapor profile. Equation (9) and (10) shows steepest
descending method.


( I toa  I ) 2   .

(9)

dI
RH n1  RH n   dRH
n
n

Thus the retrieval error can be evaluated.

(10)

III.

EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimantal Parameters
All the parameters required for experiments is listed in the
Table 2. Residual errors of water vapor estimation for surface
temperature and relative humidity are shown in Figure 2 and 3,
respectively. On the other hands, retrieved water vapor profile
is shown in Figure 4. ±5 and ±10 (%) of errors are added to
the default relative humidity in this case.
TABLE II.

PARAMETERS FOR EXPERIMENTS

Atmospheric_Model
Wavelength
Default_Relative_Humidity
Default_Air_Temperature
Altitude_at_Top_of_Atmosphere

Mid.Latitude_Summer
6.7,7.3,7.5um
0%,±10%,±30%,
0,±1,±3K
100km
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Figure 2 Sensitivity of surface air temperature

Figure 3 Sensitivity of relative humidity
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Figure 4 Estimated water vapor profile

B. Summerized Experiemntal Results
Through the comparison between Figure 2 and 3, it is
found that influence due to error on the relative humidity is
greater than that due to surface air temperature. It is
reasonable that relative humidity is closely linked to water
vapor profile rather than surface air temperature.
Estimated water vapor profile shows also reasonable. In
the troposphere, humidity is decreasing smoothly. At around
tropopause, there is sharp drop of humidity. This is because
that troposphere and stratosphere are interacted weakly each
other. Estimated humidity profile shows that ±10% of error
which is added to the default humidity is going to be small and
greater depending on the altitude. Also it shows a difficulty on
water vapor profile retrieval at around tropopause.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Sensitivity analysis for water vapor profile estimation with
Infrared: IR sounder data based on inversion is carried out.
Through simulation study, it is found that influence due to
ground surface relative humidity estimation error is greater
than that of sea surface temperature estimation error on the
water vapor vertical profile retrievals.
It is found that influence due to error on the relative
humidity is greater than that due to surface air temperature. It
is reasonable that relative humidity is closely linked to water
vapor profile rather than surface air temperature.
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